
Self-consistent procedure: Due November 1

This exercise will help to understand the iterative procedure of solving Hartree-Fock equa-
tions. Non-linear Hartree-Fock equations (F (C)C = SCE) can be solved by a self-consistent
procedure, as follows:

1. An initial guess orbitals (matrix C0) are generated;

2. Fock operator is calculated for this set of orbitals (F 0 = F (C0)).

3. Fock operator is diagonalized, F 0C1 = SC1E1, and new orbitals C1replace the orbitals
C0 from previous step:

4. Steps 2-3 are repeated until the difference between orbitals from step n and step n+ 1
is below certain (user-specified) threshold.

As an example of a non-linear problem, consider equation 5x2−4x−1 = 0. We can try to
find its solutions (x = −1/5, 1) by a self-consistent procedure. We can rewrite the equation
as x ∗ (5x − 4) = 1 → x ∗ A(x) = 1, where A(x) = 5x − 4 is a “non-linear” coefficient, an
analogue of Fock operator.

Start from the guess value of x = 0. Perform ten iterations. Arrange results (number of
the iteration, the previous value of x, updated value of x, ∆x) in a table, and show them
as a plot (x vs the iteration number). How close to the exact solution did you converge in
10 iterations? Try another guess and compare the convergence. Can you find the second
solution?
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Basis sets: Due November 3

1. Determine the total number of basis functions and primitive basis functions for STO-
3G, 4-31G, 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and 6-31(2+,+)G** calculations of methane. Write the
contraction scheme in general notations for each basis. Assume pure angular momen-
tum polarization functions are used.

2. Below is an output from the PSI electronic structure program. This output specifies a
non-standard basis set for benzene calculations. S,P,D specify an angular momentum
of the basis functions, first column gives exponents of primitive Gaussians, and second
column gives contraction coefficients. This is an augmented basis, i.e., it includes
diffuse functions. There are two sets of diffusion functions — one on carbon and one
on hydrogen. Find these functions (check for each angular momentum). What are their
exponents? Specify polarization functions. Write the contraction scheme in general
notations for this basis. Determine the total number of basis functions and primitive
basis functions for the calculations of ethylene using this basis. Try to name this basis.
Find a split-valence basis set which is approximately of the same quality.

Basis set on unique center C:
((S ( 4232.61000000 .00202900 )
( 634.88200000 .01553500 )
( 146.09700000 .07541100 )
( 42.49740000 .25712100 )
( 14.18920000 .59655500 )
( 1.96660000 .24251700 ))
(S ( 5.14770000 1.00000000 ))
(S ( .49620000 1.00000000 ))
(S ( .15330000 1.00000000 ))
(S ( .01500000 1.00000000 ))
(P ( 18.15570000 .01853400 )
( 3.98640000 .11544200 )
( 1.14290000 .38620600 )
( .35940000 .64008900 ))
(P ( .11460000 1.00000000 ))
(P ( .01100000 1.00000000 ))
(D ( .75000000 1.00000000 )))

Basis set on unique center H:
((S ( 19.24060000 .03282800 )
( 2.89920000 .23120800 )
( .65340000 .81723800 ))
(S ( .17760000 1.00000000 ))
(S ( .02500000 1.00000000 ))
(P ( 1.00000000 1.00000000 )))
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